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New Earth Inhabitants: 
Deep Sea energies 
Dragon Energies  

A New plant species 
 
 
 
 

Trance Channeling begins  
 
He,  [referring to Sohrab] is currently holding three distinct energies: without attempting 
to name them, play a little game and just experience them, together and separately.  
[pause] 
 
Group Member 1: – I get the energies of Mother Kwan Yin, St. Germaine and Krishna.   
 
Group Member 2:– I get Mother Teresa, Krishna and Sai Baba. 
 
Group Member 3:– Jesus, Krishna and Zarathushtra.  
 
Group Member 4: – Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesh.  
 
Council: – Despite our request, all of you focused on names! Yet you are not incorrect: 
the three energies were aspects of the creator, the preserver and the destroyer, in 
pure energy form. All Masters and guides use these facets; therefore they could have 
been ‘anyone’. 
 
Let us ask you today to connect with three new Planet Earth energies. We challenge you 
to flex your psychic muscles, to all be ‘channels’ today, and to connect with these 
energies, in any way you choose.  As we describe them, put out your energy feelers and 
connect with them. 
 
First, please ‘meet and greet’ a new deep sea species.  [pause] 
 



These are vast marine creatures, which now exist at great depths.  You are unlikely to 
ever encounter them, as they are extremely reclusive.  Physically, they are larger than 
whales; but resemble a sting ray without its tail: flattish, with a wavy perimeter. They 
are highly sentient beings: extremely intelligent and very ‘connected’. 
 
Connect with them now, as they welcome an energetic union. [pause] 
 
Experience their vibration, their inner sound. Trust that you can. [pause]  
What do you get? 
 
Group Member:– A ticking sound in the back of my head. Blips and ticks. 
 
The Council:– Absolutely correct, dear friend!  That is their sound. 
 
Group Member:– I somehow feel that they are ‘burdened’.   
 
Group Member: – I experience, from them, overwhelming love! 
 
Group Member:– I got the ‘sting ray’ visual before you mentioned it.  I seem to pick up 
‘anger’? 
 
The Council– Interesting: ‘burdened’, ‘anger’ and ‘love’ (others in the room agreed with 
the ‘love’ aspect) 
 
Group Member: – I, too, saw the shape at the onset, enjoyed the instant merger, and 
experienced a lot of tingling in my body. 
 
Group Member:  – Yes, I got the visual at the onset too, but I think I was pre-disposed to 
it, as I had already read/heard of some deep sea creatures, larger than football fields… 
 
The Council: – So why deny knowledge that is already there? 
 
Group Member:  – I am not denying it, but I feel as if I cheated! 
 
The Council: – (laughing) Not at all, dear friend! The knowledge you already had in the 
unconscious was simply ‘linked’ with the current experience. 
 
Group Member:  – I experienced them ‘dancing’ and kept getting waves of peacock blue. 
 
The Council: – Anything else? 
 
Group Member:  – Yes, I instantly connected with their intelligence. 
 



The Council:  - These friends have recently arrived on planet Earth.  Yes, some of them 
are ‘as large as football fields’, and yes, they are highly intelligent.  They are not Sting 
Rays: we simply gave you the closest visual we could. 
 
These Universal friends have recently ‘evolved’ under the ocean: they have been seeded 
by a combination of earthly DNA from existing deep sea creatures and Universal DNA 
from other highly sentient, extra-terrestrial friends. 
They will remain limited in numbers, and will maintain their own balance, as is required.   
 
Some of you correctly ‘tapped into’ their inner vibration: if you could hear it, it would 
sound like a series of taps and clicks. Their surface is covered with an energetic grid or 
network, which permits them to create ripples of ever-changing rainbow colours all over 
their ‘skin’. 
 
These friends are energy processors: they are here primarily to absorb energetic 
negativity and to transmute it into love and light. Now, perhaps, you can understand 
how some in this room intuited ‘burdens’ and ‘anger’; and others only ‘love’. 
 
They will remain on Planet Earth for a relatively brief period in time; perhaps 50 to 60 
years, depending on Earth’s evolution. They are also in full communion with various 
Universal species, from whom they draw their power.   
 
You are welcome to connect with these friends at any time. They have much to offer 
you, and would welcome an energetic dialogue.  However, they would not welcome 
intrusion into their physical space, do it would not be appropriate to demand of them, 
their exact location.  Establish a dialogue, and they will respond joyously. 
 
They are also highly scientific and mathematic creatures, so any of you who are working 
in these areas may draw upon their wisdom and knowledge for your benefit.  
 
They have been dormant for 10,000 years: why are they activating now? 
 
They have activated now for two reasons: the consciousness of Earth is now ready to 
receive their energies, and also because Earth has called for them at this moment in 
time. 
 
They are amazing energy filters: they will not feed on other sea creature, but instead on 
negativity and debris with which you fill your oceans; and they will transmute it into 
light. 
 
So if they are here for 50 to 60 years more, does this mean that the Earth is moving 
into higher consciousness?  
 



This is the anticipated time that these friends will be required on Planet Earth. It does 
not necessarily correspond with the exact transition of the Earth; they may be replaced 
by other friends who are more appropriate for that moment in time.  They are transient, 
so enjoy them during your life time: it is unlikely that future generations will get to know 
them at all.  
 
The second species we now wish you to connect with, without judgment or personal 
bias, contain the new dragon energies that we have spoken of before.   
 
These energies have now anchored themselves to planet earth through a new reptilian 
species, which inhabit the jungles of South East Asia, the Amazon, and other rainforest 
areas. 
 
They look like large lizards and have dragon-like features.  Now overcome your usual 
distaste for reptiles, connect with them, and ask yourselves why they are here. [pause] 
 
Group Member: – [connecting with them] “We are here because there can be nothing 
that can be made without us. We are the one who have no one to tell us to do this or 
that; we shall do what we please.” 
 
The Council – Thank you.  Anyone else?  
 
Group Member:  – I am getting that they are ‘protectors.’ 
 
The Council:  – Very good, anything else?  
 
Group Member:  – Balance – I get a sense of balance.   
 
Group Member:   – They are our ancestral beings, coming from sources outside the 
universe and they bring the original seed of the goodness of God.  
 
The Council:  – Thank you all!   
 
Group Member:  – Something in the tail? 
 
The Council:  – What do you get from their tail section? 
 
Group Member:  – I can see them: their faces are not very prominent, the body seems to 
have this design [Draws the shape in the air], they are multicoloured, and their tails 
seem to be very important, for some reason.  They hold a lot of energy there…. 
 
The Council:  – Excellent! Why don’t you connect with their energies and paint one? 
Come on, challenge yourself! [Group Member agrees] 
 



The dragon energy has now returned to this dimension of planet Earth.  Do not, we 
repeat…do not limit yourselves by mythical images of fire-breathing, destructive 
monsters. 
 
The dragon energy is highly complex and sophisticated. It contains high-level occult 
power, and has the ability to practice alchemy, manifest, and to transmute other 
energies from one form to another. 
 
These friends will offer humanity all of this. They are also vigilant protectors of forests, 
and will work to preserve the ecological balance, that you have done your best to 
destroy. They will also work as cross pollinators, physically and energetically, and will 
attempt to rectify much of what has been destroyed or put into imbalance. 
 
[Nodding at Group Member] Their tails are indeed very important, as their entire 
equivalent of a Chakric system resides there. These will act as ‘energy wands’, directing 
energies through this area, as needed. 
 
If humanity attempts to capture or cage these friends, they will simply die: to work, they 
must be free. 
 
Group Member:   – Do they go back to their ancestral.. (inaudible)?  
 
The Council:  – No, dear friend, they have chosen an existing form on earth, with many 
upgrades and modifications, to carry out their work. They are here to stay. 
 
Now, the third aspect, with which we wish you to connect today, is a new berry, already 
in existence, which is yet to be ‘discovered’.  We will not specify where these will be 
found, but you may visualize them as small and reddish (though they may take on 
different hues, depending on their locales). These berries are going to offer you 
groundbreaking breakthroughs in science and medicine. 
 
Connect with the energies before we speak further.  
 
Group Member:   – Good for allergies 
 
Group Member:   – it will cure cancer. It’s going to be good for controlling sugar as well. 
 
The Council:  – This ‘miracle’ berry will offer you cures for cancer, allergies, and 
thousands of other diseases.  It can also be used to balance emotional and mental 
disturbances, like schizophrenia and MPD.  It will work, not through ‘curing’ anything, 
but through the act of ‘balancing’.  It will be a multi-dimensional panacea. 
 
Now connect once again: don’t fixate on the visual, but go directly to the energies that 
we have just described. Experience them. (pause) 



 
Group Member:   – Warrior! 
 
The Council:  – Explain this. 
 
Group Member:   – I can see the energies surging forth.  
 
The Council:  – Yes, your interpretation is correct. 
 
Other Group Members – tingling; elevating, anti-aging, awareness, consciousness.   
 
The Council:  – Yes, now you are connecting with the energies. 
 
Group Member:   – I keep getting “a paradox”. 
 
The Council:  – Explain your statement. 
 
Group Member:  – I can’t understand why I am getting this: “Everything is two sides of 
the same coin”. 
 
The Council:  – Beautiful!  Let us explain this.  This is going to be one of the most 
miraculous discoveries of all time; and yet it is going to be one of the most dangerous.  
Herein lies the paradox. 
 
The energies of these berries will respond to the intent of both the recipient and the 
giver.  When given/received in joy, with a true desire for the wellbeing and expansion of 
the person, it will work miracles.  But if given or ingested with mal-intent, it can cause 
grievous harm to both. 
 
Similarly, if a corporation decides to ‘corner the market’ and work with it, in greed and 
for undue profits, without a true desire to benefit all; the drug will simply turn against it. 
 
Now, you may say that the people who need the drug are naturally going to be in 
imbalance, physically and energetically.  Of course they are; but their intent behind the 
desired cure is going to be the deciding factor. 
 
Group Member:   – When will this be discovered? 
 
The Council:  – This is being discovered, as we speak.  However, your scientists are likely 
to discover its marvelous properties and uses, in small stages.  And the usual 
pharmaceutical wars are likely to then begin. 
 
Group Member:  – Then so many will take it without awareness! 
 



The Council:  – Yes. But it is now necessary for all to take medicines in awareness: be it 
this one, or a simply aspirin. 
 
Group Member:   – I see a connection between the three energies you have described 
during this meeting.  What is expected of us now? 
 
The Council:  – All these energies, in themselves, are a perfect combination of what we 
began the meeting with: the three-fold aspects of the creator, the preserver and the 
destroyer. 
 
All of you now have to acknowledge and work with these three aspects simultaneously.  
You have to understand that they are the three cornerstones upon which life, as you 
know it, exists. 
 
Take the berry, which we have just described: you are clearly able to see its ability to be 
creative, to preserve, and to destroy; with equal facility. 
 
Do you not have all three aspects within self?  Are there not areas in your lives where 
you need to be magnificently creative?  Do you not need to preserve aspects of self at 
times?  And isn’t destruction of the old beliefs and patterns vital for your growth? 
 
Group Member:– Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva - all in one. 
 
The Council:– Yes, Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva, in one.  
 
These three new aspects that we introduced you to today are only a small part of new 
introductions to Planet Earth.  Welcome them, and work with them….they are sorely 
needed. 
 
Your ecological balance/imbalance has now reached its critical point: deforestation, the 
decline in the numbers of certain bees, beetles and butterflies, among many other 
species, that are vital to your wellbeing, and so on. 
 
The depletion in the ozone layer is worse than you think: some new, poisonous gasses 
are now entering your breathable atmosphere, changing your chemical composition as 
you inhale them, and simultaneously changing the composition of all ‘breathing’ aspects 
of planet earth, including her water bodies. 
 
Group Member:– Can we support these three by meditation and working with their 
energies? 
 
The Council:  – None of them require your support, but you require theirs; so welcome 
them into your sphere.  You do not have to sit down and meditate with them daily; but 



choose instead to connect with them at random intervals.  They will fill you with joy, and 
help you understand self and your environment better. 
 
Remember, we have introduced you to three new species/aspects; but thousands have 
actually appeared on planet Earth, all to help serve her. 
 
We have only introduced you to three friends today dear one, there are over a thousand 
new species like these on Planet Earth right now, these we simply introduced over the 
last one calendar year and we are talking of new species, not mutations of old species, 
that too has taken place. 
 
Group Member:   – Where are the berries to be found?  
 
The Council:  – They are dotted around the world in different places: they currently 
need a cool, temperate climate; not a frigid one.  But they are strong and hardy; and as 
they evolve and acclimatize to earth, they will spread further.  A concentration, at this 
point, can be found in the more temperate areas of the Andes. 
 
Group Member:   – Are they edible?   
 
The Council:  – Yes, they are edible, but so potent, that if you tried to eat them whole, 
you would suffer ill effects.  Their juice will need to be distilled and meted out in small 
doses. (Nodding at Meher and Fizz) They will be extremely beneficial to those who 
suffer from all allergies. 
 
Group Member:   – Can we use these three energies during our Earth Healing sessions? 
 
The Council:  – Joyously! And as we introduce you to more, please include them as well.  
 
We had intended to stop at three today; but your group consciousness is demanding 
that we introduce you to yet another. 
 
So please welcome a new species of airborne friends, so tiny that you cannot see them 
with the naked eye. They exist within the oxygen that surrounds your planet. Connect 
with them now. [pause] 
 
These friends inhale and exhale oxygen, but in doing so, they actually purify the oxygen 
itself, and imbue it with a higher frequency; which, in turn, will only benefit all the air-
breathers on the planet. 
 
Let us pause here for a moment, to give you an example of your own 
destructive/creative abilities.  Though mankind has wrought so much destruction with 
the atmosphere; it has also used its creative abilities to attract and create friends like 
these, to benefit all. 



 
Group Member:– Will these friends help in the reduction of global warming? 
 
The Council: – Yes, they will. They will also help take earth towards her ultimate climatic 
goal: an equitable climate, the world over. 
 
Group Member:– Thanks to the lead given to us by one of our group members, we now 
hold Earth Healing Meetings every month.  I recently read a book in which a man was 
taken into a future progression.  He saw groups like ours, working the world over, with 
people of all faiths, united in a single goal: that of rejuvenating Mother Earth.  He also 
saw a more equitable climate the world over; and the rate of diseases dropping 
drastically. (Now addressing the group) Please, friends, let us get more participants for 
these session.  Join us and let us use the new energies together! 
 
The Council:  – Let us now invite this group to work for Planet Earth, and every single 
member of her vast family. Unite in joy.  Work as a single unit.  Begin by spreading out 
your individual ‘energy tentacles’ and embracing every single person in this room. 
(pause) 
 
Now visualize Planet Earth in front of your Third Eye: envelope Her and all Her 
inhabitants in a beautiful golden-blue-green light.  She requires your comforting 
embrace today. (Pause) 
 
Trust, as you do this, that you are also working for every person who has asked for 
healing today. (pause) AND SO IT IS, AND SO IT IS, AND SO IT IS.  
 

 
BLESSINGS, JOY, LOVE AND LIGHT  

FROM THE HEALING SPIRITS. 
 
 
 
The energies, during the next 21 days, are ideal to further any form of healing, 
counseling and teaching. Use them, dear friends, for self and for others. Use them to 
heal relationships, to reduce trauma, and to turn around situations that are 
uncomfortable.  
 
In particular, if you wish to work with/heal a relationship with someone who has passed 
over, this is the time to do it.  
 

 
BLESSINGS FROM THE HEALING COUNCIL.  

 
************************* 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


